Charlie’s Professional
203 N 1st Ave.
PO Box 69
Mayodan, NC 27027
336-949-4527
james@charliesoap.com

Charlie’s Professional keeps your company in motion
Keeping a working truck, crane or motor pool clean can reflect on your business. But clean doesn't always
come cheap. They tell you to get a tire cleaner, upholstery cleaner, wheel cleaner, engine degreaser, window
cleaner - it doesn’t have to be that complicated. Charlie’s All-Purpose Ready-to-Use gets the job done. A little
can go a long way. No matter the speed of your corporate vehicle, Charlie’s Professional can clean it safely,
effectively, and economically. Charlie’s Professional is:
It’s the GREEN:

82% biodegradable in just over a month.
Rated safe for use around lakes, streams and oceans.
Charlie’s Professional is non-toxic.

That CLEANS:

Nothing cleans as thoroughly as Charlie’s Professional.
Targets the grime, not the surface.
No gloves or masks required. Safe for your skin.
It rinses away completely.

Start with the tires, wheels and undercarriage




Spray Charlie’s Professional All-Purpose Ready-to-Use liberally on tires, wheels or undercarriage.
Allow to sit. Do not apply to hot wheels. Rinse polished aluminum surfaces within five minutes.
Filthy wheel rims will require brushing or sponging; rinse.

Move onto the body: Metal, plastic, rubber, vinyl or canvas





Mix 1 cup of All Purpose Ready-to-Use Cleaner per 5 gallon of water.
Sponge or brush on one quarter panel at a time, including windows.
Allow to sit for about 5 minutes and then hose off with water.
Spray engine compartment (except electric coils) with All Purpose Ready-to-Use, allowing to sit for five
minutes; rinse off.

Detail the interior






Works great on upholstery and plastic surfaces.
Apply All-Purpose Ready-to-Use conservatively.
Allow it to sit 30 seconds to a couple of minutes to work its way behind grease and grime.
Wipe off with a dry towel, or wet chamois.
NOTE: Not recommended for interior windows.

